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Abstract 
Using comparative literature in the ELT classroom is a powerful tool to teach both the history of different cultures 
and to foster creative abilities. An example of such a comparative analysis is Theodore Dreiser’s masterpiece Sister 
Carrie(1900) and Jillian Lauren’s novel Some Girls: My Life in a Harem(2010). Through a comparative analysis, it 
can be ascertained that Dreiser’s protagonist Caroline Meeber, Sister Carrie, symbolically intersects with Lauren’s 
narrator. Like a post-modern Sister Carrie, Lauren’s narrator underlines the historical, social, cultural and 
psychological forces behind becoming a woman through focusing on the binary opposition between ‘the real and the 
unreal. 
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As Matthew Arnold (1857) underlines; “Everywhere there is connection, everywhere there is illustration. No single 
event, no single literature is adequately comprehended except in relation to other events, to other literatures”(1857). 
Stemming from Arnold’s comment, it can be assumed that the power of comparative literature gains significance 
when used in order to better analyze literary texts. Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie(1949) and Jillian Lauren’s Some 
Girls. My Life in A Harem(2010) are marvelous examples of comparative analysis. Although the two texts were 
written in different historical periods, they address common social issues, allowing the two texts illuminate each 
other. Lauren’s narrator, as a post-modern Sister Carrie builds a strong relation with Dreiser’s Carrie, who serves as 
a basis for a sisterhood, well deserving the symbol of a timeless character who can be used to illuminate other 
historical periods. Therefore, Sister Carrie symbolically intersects with Jillian’s 20th century narrator who although 
displaying certain differences, shares many common points with Carrie. Therefore, 1890’s and 1990’s come 
together around the concepts; ‘city,’ ‘the material,’ ‘power-desire,’ ‘prince’ and ‘real-unreal.’ Through focusing on 
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these common concepts, both authors examine female protagonists who are the flesh and blood symbol of their ages. 
As a result, comparative literary analysis of the two texts enables a deep understanding of the two different historical 
periods and cultures in question and the inner motives of the female protagonists as encompassing common 
patterns.As highlighted by Susan Basnett(1998), “The simplest answer is that comparative literature involves the 
study of texts across cultures, that it is interdisciplinary and that it is concerned with patterns of connection in 
literatures across both time and space”(1998, p.1). In terms of time and space, Dreiser’s and Lauren’s texts 
encompass a connection that illuminates the story of women in the 19th and 20th century worlds. Although, as both 
writers are American meaning, meaning that the two texts would not usually be read as a study of opposing cultures. 
However, as the texts do symbolically highlight two cultures, the study of the two texts could not usually be read as 
a study of texts across cultures, they do symbolically highlight two different cultures that are historically and 
spacidly disparate, this creates a virgin territory for literary analysis. It can be assumed that reading the two texts 
side by side means “….the comparison of one literature with another or others, and the comparison of literature with 
other spheres of human expression”(Remak,1961, p.3). Therefore, Dreiser’s and Lauren’s texts serve as a perfect 
model for the meeting and divergence of space and time. As a naturalist writer, Dreiser’s main objective in creating 
Carrie, Caroline Meeber is to create a social document to illuminate the space and time of the 19th century America 
rather than a story per se. As a result, Sister Carrie turns into a social document, a kind of scientific experiment, in 
the literary domain, through which the reader sees the forces that motivate her. Lauren’s protagonist, an 
autobiographic self-portrait, intersects with Dreiser’s story at this point. She also uses her protagonist as a social 
document to display the outcomes of her decisions and her transformation through her internal journey.  
The intersection of Carrie and Jillian begins with the starting point of their psychological journeys. Caroline Meeber 
as a young girl leaves her town and her family to go to Chicago “…Caroline Meeber boarded the afternoon train for 
Chicago, her total outfit consisted of a small trunk, a cheap alligator-skin satchel, a small lunch in a paper box, and a 
yellow leather snap purse…”(Dreiser, 1987, p.3). Like Carrie, Jillian leaves her family and moves to Brunei with a 
“green flowered suitcase”(Lauren, 2010, p.3). As the two young girls leave their homes for a better future, Carrie’s 
‘yellow purse’ signifies decay while Jillian’s baggage illustrates hope, peace and wisdom in the color ‘green.’  In 
addition, in the prologue, Lauren associates her story with the story of Scheherazade: “This is, of course, the story of 
Scheherade. It’s the story of the storyteller….We are looking for the story that will save our lives. One thousand and 
one nights nearly three years. That’s about the span of this story. Will you listen? It’s almost morning”(Lauren, 
2010, p.2). She gives the reader the clue that just like Scheherazade she will succeed in surviving and she will meet 
a prince who forces her to become stronger than before. Caroline Meeber goes to Chicago and in order to climb the 
social ladder, she uses Drouet and Hurstwood, who are wealthy men of the city. At the end of her story she has 
become famous actress in Broadway yet she is depressed and unhappy as a woman who finds herself lost in the 
material world. In a choice just like Carrie’s, Jillian uses the harem of the Prince of Brunei in order to climb the 
social ladder. Also like Carrie, she sacrifices her body. However, unlike Carrie, at the end of her story survives and 
achieves happiness while Carrie loses control of her life. Jillian returns to New York, gets married and has a son, 
symbolizing the power she has, unlike Carrie at the end of her psychological journey. 
 In both novels, the psychological and so, to some extent, the spiritual journeys of two women begin with 
the ‘city.’ In 19th century America, a new beginning, a new life was associated with the ‘city’ a symbol of 
opportunity. The world was becoming more and more industrial and everything had begun to depend upon capital. 
“In America this period witnessed the rapid growth of cities, the rise of corporate business, the influx of immigrant 
labor, and the spread of wretched working conditions”(Lehan,1998,p.194). In 20th century America a new 
beginning also meant the city, however, this time, it meant passing beyond the borders of your life through 
experiencing it in different cultures and nations in the post-modern world, which “…is a slippery character, at home 
either in deep cyberspace or the flickering of TV monitors, or in the lofty and esoteric towers of the Academy that 
invented and institutionalized it….the present seems already to be the future”(Smethurst, 2000, p.4). Therefore, the 
starting point of both novels begins with the city. “..as literature gave imaginative reality to the city, urban changes 
in turn helped transform the literary text(“Lehan, 1998, p. xv).  In relation with that both authors chose the city as 
the setting of their texts. It can be assumed that in the city  
The crowd contains the potentiality for experience: meeting a lover or a friend or experiencing a spectacle.  But the 
flaneur is discontented because the city offers more experience than he can assimilate. He always feels that he is 
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missing out even in the process of experiencing: his state of mind is restless dissatisfaction, aimless desire, qualities 
we find in many of Dreiser’s and Fitzgerald’s characters.( Lehan, 1998, p.74). 
 The term ‘city’ can be read as a psychological and social space in which characters are both tested by and also test 
its limits. Hence, the space, the city, is turned into a living character, as is the time in which they perform their 
stories. As underlined by Michel Foucault; “Did it start with Bergson or before? Space was treated as the dead, the 
fixed, the undialectical, the immobile. Time, on the contrary was richness, fecundity, life, dialectic”(Foucault, 1980, 
p. 70). ‘Time’ which can be read as dynamic part which sometimes enlightens and sometimes darken the 
protagonists’ lives. It serves as the metaphor for the city in which the characters develop, transform and change. As 
a result of that, Dreiser’s narrator, who has a strong, powerful and objective voice, underlines at the very beginning 
of the text: ““When a girl leaves her home at eighteen, she does one of two things. Either she falls into saving hands 
and becomes better, or she rapidly assumes the cosmopolitan standard of virtue and becomes worse”(Dreiser, 1987, 
p.3) as “there was the great city”(Dreiser, 1987, p.3) who is waiting for her. Dreiser frequently alludes to the city as 
a symbolic living thing which “…has its cunning wiles, no less than the infinitely smaller and more human tempter. 
There are larger forces which allure with all the soulfulness of expression possible in the most cultured 
human”(Dreiser, 1987, p.3). Even a cultured  human can be allured by the cunning wiles and beauty of the city. 
Threfore,  it will not be a surprise that Caroline Meeber who is “Bright, timid”(Dreiser, 1897, p.3) will be entrapped 
by it. The beginning of Carrie’s entrapment begins when she goes to Chicago, to her sister’s house. On the train she 
meets a young gentleman, a salesman, which is one of the most popular jobs of the age, called Drouet. Although at 
first she rejects the idea of giving him her address, the material needs of city life forces her to meet him. When they 
meet in Chicago, at the center of the city, “Drouet selected as table close by the window, where the busy rout of the 
street could be seen to see and to be seen as he dined” (Dreiser, 1897, p.54) As she feels the wealth, power and 
comfort of the city, for Carrie “Already the hard rumble of the city through the open windows became pleasant”( 
Dreiser, 1897, p.346). It is apparent that she had been immediately seduced by the city. 
 While Carrie tries to survive in Chicago, Jillian is in New York. As the narrator of her own story she is 
much stronger than Carrie, both physically and psychologically. As a post-modern Sister Carrie says: “And life in 
New York costs money and a kidney, and that was way more than I was making a terrible cocktail waitress at the 
Red Lion on Bleecker Street”(Lauren,2010, p.29). Therefore, unlike Carrie, she is aware of the fact that the more 
materialism the city offers, the less moral it forces an individual to become. That is the reason why in Brunei, which 
just like Chicago, is a symbol of wealth and power, she comments: “Beautiful got thrown around so”(Lauren 2010, 
p. 213) she continues: “the realities of self-sufficiency began to erode my ideals. Neither art nor activism had any 
place in my Brunei world, which, as the months wore on, was becoming my real world”(Lauren 2010, p. 199). 
Hence, the illusion of the city as a simulacra cannot deceive her like Carrie which is “green sticky, overgrown, 
ancient green”(Lauren 2010, p. 76).  
 The seductive cities, Brunei, the symbol of wisdom with its ancient green, and Chicago, with its lights 
symbolizing illusion, create an abstract space in which the characters develop, transform and change. As Samethurst 
comments on the issue, “Time here is predominantly, although not exclusively, future-oriented, and space is 
predominantly abstract, homogeneous and expansive”(Smethurst,2000, p.2). Hence, the city forces characters to live 
a future-oriented life in which an illusionary abstractness exists as a social space, and in ‘the city’ the future means 
having a life that builds upon the material. As highlighted by Fisher; “For Dreiser the energy of promise, erotic 
energy of the will or of masculine power, and the energy of the Money which he described in Sister Carrie as 
‘honestly stored energy’ were convertible. At some point they converged and were indistinguishable.(Fisher,p.225).  
The energy, the power of the material, the money, is the very center of Carrie’s story. On the train, as a penniless, 
jobless young girl, when she meets Drouet, the narrator comments: “Good clothes, of course, were the most 
essential, the things without which he was nothing”(Dreiser,1987, p.5-6). It is apparent that Carrie is entranced by 
the good-looking appearance of Drouet. That’s the reason why Dreiser’s narrator believes that “A woman should 
someday write the complete history of clothes. No matter how young, it is one of the things she wholly 
comprehends”(Dreiser,1987, p.6). As a result of that, Carrie not only accepts the friendship of Drouet but also his 
money because when winter comes, she has no winter jacket or shoes and the ability to shop becomes desirable to 
her. While she is searching for job, she falls ill and materialism wins out over morality. She begins to dwell upon to 
the jewelry departments more and more, and she visits the shops as if they were a holy space. When a young 
gentleman promises her wealth, the narrator reflects Carrie’s point of view: “There it was, the admirable, great city, 
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so fine when you are not poor”(Dreiser,1987, p.65). The materialism of the city dominates Carrie so much that in 
time shopping begins to be not enough for Carrie that is the reason why, she decides to leave her sister’s house and 
begins to live with Drouet, because the location and the luxury of your home were the reflectors of social status in 
19th century America, just they are today. Due to her new decision, the narrator says: “She was again the victim of 
the city’s hypnotic influence”(Dreiser, 1987, p.74). Dreiser’s emphasis upon the material is quite strong: “In a 
material way, she was considerably improved”(Dreiser, 1987, p.134) and Dreiser wants the reader to add; ‘morally 
she was considerably reduced.’ 
As a post-modern Sister Carrie, Jillian’s story is similar to Carrie’s but due to her insight, power and wisdom, the 
desire for the material cannot captivate her for so long. She comments: 
“The Southeast-Asian sultanate of Brunei was a country I had only recently heard of. My job description was 
elusive at best, but I fantasized that I might arrive and find a wild adventure, a pile of money, and an employer who 
was no less than Prince Charming”(Lauren, 2010, p.11).  
Like Carrie, she becomes a member of the Prince’s harem. The only difference is the metaphoric harem of Carrie is 
a reality in Jillian’s case. She says: “Things were carefully orchestrated to preserve the illusion of a regular life, in 
which every need or want was fulfilled practically before they even knew they had it” (Lauren, 2010, p.148). 
Therefore, in Carrie’s and Lauren’s case ‘harem’ is a simulacra designed by the male world in order to captivate 
women through promising ‘the material.’ Like Carrie, Jillian underlines “Rolexes and Bulgari sets”(Lauren, 2010, 
p.154). 
When faced with such despair, a girl can always shop. We hit the Yaohan with travel goggles on, the kind that make 
every little thing look irresistible because it’s exotic and the money makes no sense and you feel like you’re in a 
video game with tinny Asian pop songs and smiling wide-faced shop girls who speak to you in rhymes and giggle at 
your strangeness.(Lauren, 2010, p.135)  
Both women devote their lives to the material. Jillian’s life is surrounded by “Chanel, Hermes, Versace, Dior, 
Armani, Gucci”(Lauren, 2010, p.181) Carrie’s life is also surrounded by shopping windows and jewels. However, 
there is a big difference between the two. While Carrie only unconsciously falls into consumerism, Jillian is very 
aware of her desire to consume. That is the reason why she associates herself with 19th century women in Carrie’s 
age: “I braised my hair and imagined myself a tragic consumptive character out of a Jane Austen novel”(Lauren, 
2010, p.230). While Carrie is unaware of that danger, Jillian strictly underlines “I was aware of my rabid 
consumerism. What about the eight-year-old slaves in China who stitched these ridiculously priced rags together? 
Entire countries besieged by poverty and famine?”(Lauren, 2010, p.181). Hence, she will have the chance of taking 
control of her life while Carrie will remain as a captive. In relation, the metaphoric Harem of both women is the 
material world that seduces them. 
As both women are seduced by the materials of the city, they need ideal wealthy male figures in order to climb the 
social ladder. It will mean that instead of looking into the shop windows from outside, they will enter into them and 
get the material. To facilitate this, they need a prince, who can come and rescue them from poverty:   
Spencer’s First Principles serves as a key to understanding Dreiser’s first novel, Sister Carrie. It is an exercise in the 
principle of matter in motion Carrie illustrating the move toward completion; Drouet, a form of stasis or 
equilibrium; and Hurstwood, a process of dissolution. The main force at work in the novel is that of the city, seen 
first in a less complex form (Chicago), and then in a more complex, heterogeneous form (New York).(Lehan, 1998, 
p.198-199). 
While Carrie’s symbolic princes meet her needs, in Jillian’s case she meets a real prince, the Prince of Brunei. Like 
Carrie, Jillian is immediately attracted by the appearance and expensive clothes of the prince. “There was something 
promising in the entire material prospect he set forth. There was something satisfactory in the attention of this 
individual with his good clothes”(Dreiser, 1987, p.7). Just like Carrie’s view of Drouet, Jillian interprets the prince 
as “The prince was charming, dynamic, enigmatic, a polo player, a playboy, the minister of finance”(Lauren, 2010, 
p.98). The thing that Jillian finds in the Prince is not a romantic relationship as she believes that “romantic love was 
a conspiracy employed by the capitalist establishment as a marketing tool and by the media as a Cinderella 
soporific”(Lauren, 2010, p.33). As a result, she just expects luxury, which is enough for her. Carrie like a little child 
also loses her control over life, which is underlined by the narrator. Drouet’s pocket is “filled with slips of paper…It 
impressed her deeply”(Dreiser, 1987, p.8).  “He loved fine clothes, good eating”(Dreiser, 1987, p.40). The material 
prospect of Drouet, the city, seduces Carrie so much that she begins to ask for more from life. Drouet is only a 
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salesman however, Hurstwood becomes the new ideal man for Carrie, one who can help her to climb the social 
ladder with greater ease. When she meets Charles Hurstwood who is both the manager of a company and a friend of 
Drouet, she is immediately attracted. As by the increased prospects he represents Hurstwood is the ideal man for 
Carrie who can help her to climb the social ladder easier than Drouet. 
The significant point is the fact that the male world forces women to focus on outward display and climbing the 
social ladder. As Dreiser’s narrator asserts: “It is so easy to do this when the thing opined is in the line of what we 
desire. In his hearty way, he insisted upon her good looks”(Dreiser, 1987, p.93). It is true that Drouet always 
underlines Carrie to the need of choosing good clothes and being elegant. The more he demands beauty in terms of 
clothes the more Carrie descends into the material. The case is the same for Jillian. The Prince gives limitless credit 
cards to the members of his harem. It is evident that the social space Carrie inhabits in the 19th century, a symbolic 
harem, has become a real one for Jillian in the 20th century world. As Luce Irigaray asserts, 
For woman is traditionally use-value for man, exchange-value among men. Merchandise, then. This makes her the 
guardian of matter whose price will be determined by “subjects”: workers, tradesman, consumers, according to the 
standard of their work and their need-desire.(Irigaray, 1981, p.105). In our protagonist’s stories, they are use-value 
for men which are forced to be consumers. The patriarchal oppression of “good look” and “consumption” causes 
female characters to define having money as an indictment of power that turns into a desire. In relation, both 
protagonists build a bridge between concepts of ‘power and desire.’  
For Jillian power means to have a “desirable body”(Lauren, 2010, p.137) and she underlines that “Being wanted and 
being somewhere so strange was almost magical”(Lauren, 2010, p.157). As her beauty and elegance are demanded 
by the patriarchal power for the sake of desire, the power Jillian feels is in fact a weakness. As Jillian is not as 
powerless as Carrie, she strictly comments: “Need was an illusion. There was only wanting, and the strong could 
live with wanting and not having”(Lauren, 2010, p.138). Jillian recognizes the fact that while her elegant female 
body is present, her identity becomes invisible, therefore, it is sacrificed for the material desire. That must be the 
reason why she notes that she is both “present and invisible at the same time”(Lauren, 2010, p.146). Although Jillian 
defines herself as a persona:  
But it’s more than the money. There’s a persona you create to fill in for you on stranger’s laps all day….This 
persona is…bolder, wilder, and inevitably feel less pain than the real you. If she doesn’t, you haven’t done a very 
good job inventing her. So maybe you start to visit that persona once in a while when you’re not at work.(Lauren, 
2010, p.299).  
Unlike Carrie, she is aware of the fact that her life is a form of entrapment. Carrie is not as strong as Jillian as she is, 
“bright, timid, and full of the illusions of ignorance and youth”(Dreiser,1987, p.3). She frequently remarks: “I want 
to see something”(Dreiser,1987, p. 51). ‘Something’ refers to her limitless desire for power as she is always “lured 
by desire” (Dreiser,1987,p.63). Due to her pathologic weakness toward addiction for desire she begins to use each 
man like a stepping-stone. Just like she uses Drouet when she meets Hurtswood, who is “the superior 
man”(Dreiser,1987,p.102) and “the man of money”(Dreiser,1987, p.118) Carrie views him as a stepping-stone. 
Because Carry “wanted pleasure, she wanted position”(Dreiser,1987, p.133) she leaves Drouet and begins a 
friendship with Hurstwood. However, Carrie cannot resist Hurstwood’s power and begins to live with him in New 
York. In the interim, the only thing Carrie cares about is marriage because she always asks him “Will you marry 
me?”(Dreiser,1987,p.256) and the frequent response she gets is “we’ll be happy”(Dreiser,1987, p.263). 
Unfortunately, they cannot be happy. Hurstwood cannot find a job in New York and in order to survive Carrie 
begins an acting career. Step by step she turns into a star. “For once she was the admired, the sought-
for”(Dreiser,1987, p.175). This is a turning point for Carrie, she achieves survival in the male world while 
Hurstwood is in his “rocking-chair”(Dreiser,1987,p.317). The rocking-chair is quite symbolic in the sense that he 
cannot move one step further. It is right that “Carrie was still with him, but not helpless and pleading. There was a 
lilt in her voice which was new. She did not study him with eyes expressive of dependence”(180) . Carrie as an 
independent actress reflects Jillian’s qualities as an actress, while Carrie chooses the stage on which to act out 
different lives, and gives significance to “The glamour, the tense situation, the fine clothes, the 
applause”(Dreiser,1987, p.145), Lauren writes:  
The thing I miss most about doing theater isn’t the applause. It’s the experience I have onstage of being completely 
present. For me, something about the limited world, the adrenaline, and the lights banishes any sense of self-
consciousness. My mind empties out, my body grows balanced, and my heart opens.(Lauren, 2010, p.291)  
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In conclusion, with regard to acting, while Carrie defines acting as a desire to be applauded, Jillian defines it in 
terms of presence, that means of attaining a noticeable presence in the male world. 
After highlighting the desire for power the protagonists come to the ending of their stories, encompassing the core of 
all the concepts the reader juxtaposes: real-unreal. In their materialistic world both women choose similar paths but 
the endings are different. Jillian lives the binary opposition of real-unreal in a different way. At the beginning of her 
story she writes: “The girl I was in New York might be closer to the real me, but the girl I’d been in Brunei had been 
purposeful, at least. I had felt powerful”(Lauren, 2010, p.298). As a result, she is always aware of the fact that there 
is a difference between the material Jillian, the unreal, and her true-self; the real. And at the end, she decides to 
leave the harem returns to the states, gets married and has a son. On the other hand, as is seen at the end of her story, 
Carrie keeps saying: ““but it always makes me feel as if I wanted something”(Dreiser, 1987, p.497). The thing she 
keeps wanting is unclear even for her. She has everything a woman needs in life, yet she is not happy. The narrator 
reminds the reader: “they would be happy”(Dreiser, 1987, p.189) However, the more gentlemen she meets, the 
unhappier she becomes. 
And now Carrie had attained that which in the beginning seems life’s object, or, at least, such fraction of its as 
human beings ever attain of their original desires. She could look about on her gowns and carriage, her furniture and 
bank account. Friends there were, as the world takes it-those who would bow and smile in acknowledgement of her 
success.(Dreiser, 1987, p.453).  
The more materially she prospers, the unhappier she becomes. Hence, while Carrie remains still and sits on her 
rocking-chair, Jillian writes down her story. As supported by Luce Irigaray(1981): 
writing is precisely the very possibility of change, the space that can serve as a springboard for subversive thought, 
the precursory movement of a transformation of social and cultural structures.... It is by writing, from and toward 
women, and by taking up the challenge of speech, which has been governed by the phallus, that women will confirm 
women in a place other than that which is reserved in and by the symbolic, that is, in a place other than silence. 
Women should break out of the snare of silence. They shouldn't be conned into accepting a domain which is the 
margin or the harem. (1981, p.283) 
 
 It can be assumed that although both novels were written in different historical periods, they share common 
social and psychological issues. The comparative analysis of both novels underlines the fact that Dreiser’s 
protagonist “Sister Carrie” is an umbrella term for all women like Carrie, appears again as a post-modern one in the 
20th century world. In relation, both female characters illustrate how they develop, transform and change throughout 
their stories. While Carrie keeps rocking in her chair, Jillian starts a new life in which there is only the real. 
 
 
SAMPLE LESSON PLAN 
Grade: Undergraduate 
Subject: Analyzing Sister Carrie and Some Girls: My Life in A Harem through using comparative literature 
Goal: 1. Students will be able to recognize patterns between novels of American literature through focusing on 
comparative perspective (The students should have already read the texts.) 
2. The teacher will give background information about comparative literature and how it will be used in the 
ELT class. 
Procedures: 
1. Focusing on the historical period: As an example of comparative literature the two texts must be read together. 
The teacher will analyze the historical periods of the two texts, and the similarities and the differences between the 
cultural periods. The teacher will ask for student responses about the similarities and differences between the novels. 
Student’s responses will be written down on board. 
2. Analyzing the characters: Divide the students into different groups and ask them to draw a diagram of 
characters which have similarities and differences with each other. Write down the responses of the students on 
board and then summarize the topic 
3. Analyzing common symbols: The teacher will ask students to find out the most significant common symbols of 
the two texts. The teacher will write down the symbols on board and discuss them with the class. 
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4. Analyzing the ending of the novels: The teacher will ask students to discuss the endings of the novels and how 
the protagonists’ ending differ. The teacher will discuss the endings with the class. 
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